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The effects of network downtime and ways to fix it





Get Started



SASE vs. SD-WAN: What's the difference?


SASE and SD-WAN are two similar architectures administrators use to provide secure network access, but they differ in terms of deployment, security, connectivity and more.
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Infrastructure requirements for Kubernetes cluster networking


A well-architected network infrastructure is vital for Kubernetes cluster networking, providing seamless communication and resource orchestration across containerized workloads.
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How to handle environmental regulations and green networking


Green networking is achievable if network managers ensure devices and supporting systems are energy-efficient and comply with established environmental regulations.
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How cloud drives changes to network licensing


The cloud's effect on application management and licensing is expected to shift from end-user applications to SDN concepts. Say goodbye to perpetual licensing.
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Infrastructure requirements for Kubernetes cluster networking


A well-architected network infrastructure is vital for Kubernetes cluster networking, providing seamless communication and resource orchestration across containerized workloads.
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Private LTE vs. Wi-Fi: What's the difference?


Enterprises have a lot of options when designing networks for specialized uses. Wi-Fi supports high-volume environments, but private LTE also provides important benefits.
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How to handle environmental regulations and green networking


Green networking is achievable if network managers ensure devices and supporting systems are energy-efficient and comply with established environmental regulations.
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The effects of network downtime and ways to fix it


Causes of network downtime include human error, misconfigurations and security threats. Experts weigh in on the consequences of network downtime, as well as ways to fix it.
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How to avoid internet black holes for the network


Black holes in the network disrupt connectivity and compromise data integrity. Network monitoring, team collaboration and routing optimization help minimize the negative effects.
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Private 5G, NaaS, automation among top networking trends


Presentations at ONUG Fall 2023 focused on private 5G, network as a service and network automation, which have all become more important as network complexity intensifies.
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Infrastructure requirements for Kubernetes cluster networking


A well-architected network infrastructure is vital for Kubernetes cluster networking, providing seamless communication and resource orchestration across containerized workloads.



	


VPNs persist amid the rise of ZTNA, other VPN alternatives



	


Classical internet vs. quantum internet: How do they differ?



	


NetSecOps best practices for network engineers
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The effects of network downtime and ways to fix it


Causes of network downtime include human error, misconfigurations and security threats. Experts weigh in on the consequences of network downtime, as well as ways to fix it.



	


How to avoid internet black holes for the network



	


How to ensure optimal network workload placement



	


A network compliance checklist for remote work
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How to handle environmental regulations and green networking


Green networking is achievable if network managers ensure devices and supporting systems are energy-efficient and comply with established environmental regulations.



	


How cloud drives changes to network licensing



	


Using microservices and containers in network automation



	


SASE drives network and security team collaboration
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Networking Basics


	
Get Started



TCP/IP


TCP/IP stands for Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol and is a suite of communication protocols used to interconnect network devices on the internet.
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SASE vs. SD-WAN: What's the difference?


SASE and SD-WAN are two similar architectures administrators use to provide secure network access, but they differ in terms of deployment, security, connectivity and more.
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Infrastructure requirements for Kubernetes cluster networking


A well-architected network infrastructure is vital for Kubernetes cluster networking, providing seamless communication and resource orchestration across containerized workloads.
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Network management and monitoring

Arista adds network change analysis to CloudVision

Arista's CloudVision Universal Network Observability analyses network changes to assess their impact on applications and workloads, including those on virtualization platforms.


	
Network infrastructure

Declining revenues lead to 4,000 job cuts at Cisco

A 12% drop in networking revenue contributed to the company's overall revenue decline and its decision to cut 5% of its workforce.


	
Cloud and data center networking

Latest Cisco products show measured approach to AI

Cisco has launched a SaaS product for applying policy controls to AI model-bound data and an Nvidia partnership to bolster Cisco UCS servers for AI at the edge and data centers.










Networking Definitions


	TCP/IP
	firewall as a service (FWaaS)
	private 5G
	NFVi (network functions virtualization infrastructure)


	network orchestration
	millimeter wave (mmWave)
	5G
	Evolved Packet Core (EPC)


	tunneling or port forwarding
	baseboard management controller (BMC)
	top-of-rack switching
	edge device


	Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)
	network interface card (NIC)
	User Datagram Protocol (UDP)
	Telnet
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Unified Communications

	

Using Power over Ethernet for UC: Pros and cons
Harnessing Power over Ethernet in unified communications deployments can pay dividends. But the technology isn't suitable for ...


	

Google adds generative AI, video creation to Workspace
The tech giant strengthened its workplace productivity and collaboration platform with new artificial intelligence capabilities ...


	

Recapping Enterprise Connect 2024
Enterprise Strategy Group analysts recap the top trends at Enterprise Connect 2024, including generative AI for UC and CX, the ...









Mobile Computing

	

The ultimate guide to mobile device security in the workplace
Mobile devices provide connectivity for employees to access business data and communicate with colleagues, but these unique ...


	

Top 4 mobile security threats and challenges for businesses
Mobile devices are a target for hackers, with several ways to steal data. These threats -- from network spoofing to phishing ...


	

What BYOD trends will take hold in the business world?
As employees and organizations come to expect greater mobility, BYOD is an important consideration in the successful planning and...









Data Center

	

Nvidia GTC 24: Are you ready for the future of AI?
The 2024 Nvidia GTC conference focused on the company's new Blackwell GPU Platform. With advancements in AI taking off, companies...


	

Nvidia partners, customers drive AI into data centers
Nvidia and its partners are providing the tools and infrastructure to build and deploy AI applications that companies say could ...


	

How to understand advancements in modern data centers
Data center advancements are rapidly occurring with storage demand. Some advancements, like an increase in temperatures, are ...









ITChannel

	

Ukraine IT services firms target new markets as exports drop
Ukrainian IT services firms are eyeing new geographic markets and exploring digital transformation as the war and a difficult ...


	

AWS partner competency asks for GenAI tech, business skills
The cloud provider's generative AI certification takes months to complete, involves numerous technical and operational demands, ...


	

Digital transformation spending rides on CX, AI
Spending on digital transformation could get an increase this year from businesses seeking to improve customer experience and ...
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